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Abstract 
 
This project examines the history of The Tingler (1959), the first motion picture to 
incorporate haptic (tactile) sensations. It surveys the career of its director, William Castle, a 
legendary Hollywood huckster famous for his use of gimmicks to attract audiences to his low-
budget horror films. Our particular focus is Percepto!, the simple but effective gimmick created 
for The Tingler to deliver physical “shocks” to viewers. The operation, deployment and 
promotion of Percepto! are explored in detail, based on recently-discovered documents 
provided to exhibitors by Columbia Pictures, the film’s distributor. We conclude with a proposal 
for a method of recreating Percepto! for contemporary audiences using Web technologies and 
smartphones.  
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1. Introduction 
 
When William Castle, also known as the “King of Gimmicks,” directed and produced The 
Tingler in 1959, created the first motion picture to ever utilize haptic (tactile) sensations. With 
his creative drive and passion for creating new interactive ways patrons could enjoy his work, it 
comes to no surprise that he would stumble upon more “firsts” in cinema history: Some 
examples being the transsexual theme of Homicidal in 1961, “Bullet Time” with Zotz! in 1962, 
and even holding the first movie to mention the psychedelic drug LSD (lysergic acid 
diethylamide) by name in The Tingler. From a young age, Castle was exposed and adapted to 
the film world. His experience would eventually lead him to mastering techniques such as 
marketing his own name.  
Gimmicks and B-movies may have been around before Castle’s first movie in 1943, 
however, Castle was the first to capitalize on both fields. His early gimmicks consisted of an 
insurance policy that could be claimed if a friend or loved one died of fright and a surprise 
appearance from a skeleton on a pulley system. The uniqueness of these first gimmicks brought 
Castle success and began the building of his inevitable fanclub. Castle, after forming a contract 
with Columbia Pictures, was given more resources to direct his films. The Tingler in 1959 had a 
scene that used vibration motors (which were wired to random chairs in a theater) to simulate 
a monster attacking viewers seated at select chairs. The immersive gimmick was the first 
instance of haptic sensation in film, meaning no other film had tactile perception prior to The 
Tingler. 
Some other movies followed his gimmicks, like Earthquake, for creating haptic cinema 
experiences. As decades pass, new technologies emerge. We hope to give a rebirth to one of 
his gimmicks for the new coming audiences who are suited to the technology of today. 
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2. William Castle 
 
 
Figure 1. William Castle, director of The Tingler. Source: URL.  
 
William Schloss Jr. was born in New York City on April 24th, 1914. (Figure 1). From an 
early age, he seems to have craved attention. His daughter Terry (Figure 2)  recalls that young 
William would perform strange physical contortions, such as putting his legs behind his neck, to 
earn applause (Schwarz 2008). 
At the age of 11, Schloss was orphaned, which eventually led him to Americanize his 
surname from German to its English meaning, “Castle.” Soon afterward, he dropped out of 
school (CMM, 2013). 
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Figure 2. William Castle’s daughter, Terry Castle. Source: Screen capture from Schwarz (2008). 
 
2.1. Early Career 
Castle’s fascination for theater began with a 1927 production of John L. Balderston’s 
play Dracula. After attending multiple performances, Castle met with lead actor Bela Lugosi, 
sneaking his way backstage. Castle began his career in the New York theater scene by 
convincing the producers of An American Tragedy that he was the nephew of Samuel Goldwyn, 
co-founder of MGM. He did whatever was needed for shows, serving variously as a stagehand, 
set builder and actor (CMM, 2013). He apparently enjoyed his lifestyle as part of a theatrical 
family. 
 Castle began to seek a larger role in theater. He got hold of Orson Welles’s telephone 
number and leased his Stony Creek Puppet House in Connecticut at a rate of $500 a week 
(Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. A 2012 photo of the Stony Creek Puppet House. Source: URL. 
 
Castle hired a German actress and dancer, Ellen Schwanneke, to star in his first 
production. Actors’ Equity, an American labor union which regulates rulings for live theatrical 
performances, objected to this casting decision. They had a rule which required that the leading 
role of a play had to be portrayed by an individual with the same national origin as the 
character.  To circumvent them, Castle wrote and translated a play in 48 hours titled Das ist 
Nicht für Kinder (This is Not for Children), and claimed it was a “lost German play.” Though the 
claim was a complete lie, Actors' Equity bought into the trick and allowed the play to go on 
(CMM, 2013). 
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Figure 4. Newspaper article referencing the political drama William Castle 
concocted to publicize his star, Ellen Schwanneke. Source: URL. 
 
 Later, Nazi officials invited Schwanneke to perform in Munich, an offer which she 
declined. Castle used her decision as an opportunity for publicity. He starting billing 
Schwanneke as the “Girl Who Said No To Hitler” (Figure 4), claiming (falsely) that he had 
personally sent a telegram to Hitler informing him of her refusal to return to Germany. He 
secretly vandalized his own theater with swastikas, then complained that Nazi sympathizers 
were trying to stop his play. This sensational fabrication led to major media coverage and box 
office success (CMM, 2013).  
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2.2. The Move to Hollywood 
 William Castle went to Hollywood. While waiting at a bar to meet Harry Cohn, Columbia 
Pictures’ co-founder and president, he made the acquaintance of director George Stevens. 
Stevens was amused by Castle’s enthusiasm, and offered Castle a job as dialogue director for 
Stevens’s upcoming production Penny Serenade. Castle allegedly took the job without knowing 
the purpose of a “dialogue director,” which he interpreted as a requirement to keep actors on-
script. During shooting, Castle interrupted a scene because one of the actors did not follow the 
script exactly as written. The unneeded interruption upset director George Stevens; luckily, the 
actor took the blame for Castle’s interjection. 
 Cohn also appreciated Castle’s outgoing personality, and hired him to work as dialogue 
director for Music in My Heart (1940), and eventually promoted him to director. 
 Castle’s directorial debut, The Chance of a Lifetime (1943), was not well received. 
Hollywood Reporter declared Castle “unfit to handle a motion picture” (CMM, 2013). 
Nevertheless, he quickly earned the nickname “Earl of Deferral” for his ability to make features 
quickly on a limited  budget (Schwartz, 2008). As associate producer for Orson Welles’ Lady 
from Shanghai (1947), Castle had a chance to observe a master self-promoter at work, noting 
his trademark Churchill cigars and prominent name placement on publicity materials, traits he 
would eventually emulate himself. By the time his contract with Columbia expired in 1956, 
Castle had directed over 40 feature films, including two in 3D (CCM, 2013). 
 Castle and fellow director Alfred Hitchcock were fascinated by the American release of 
Les Diaboliques (1955), a French gaslighting thriller that eventually inspired both of them to 
make films similar to it. While working on the television program Men of Annapolis in 1957, 
Castle teamed up with screenwriter Robb White to create Susina Associates, the production 
company that went on to make the series of low-budget horror films which made Castle a 
Hollywood legend.  
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Figure 5. William Castle with some of his many fans. Source: URL. 
2.3. Legacy 
 All of the B-grade horror films Castle churned out between 1958 and 1965 were billed as 
“A William Castle Production.”  The creative, tongue-in-cheek techniques he devised to 
promote them led to his being crowned the “King of Gimmicks.” Though the movies were 
generally dismissed by film critics, his business model was highly successful. Castle’s fan club 
(Figure 5) boasted an enrollment of 250,000 members (Voss, 2014).  
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Figure 6. Poster for Castle’s production of Rosemary’s Baby. Source: URL. 
 
 Working in the shadow of Paramount’s influential A-movie director, Alfred Hitchcock, 
led Castle to seek more ambitious projects. He mortgaged his house to purchase the rights to 
American novelist Ira Levin’s Rosemary’s Baby (1967). After cutting a deal with Paramount 
Pictures, Castle was taken off of the role as director against his wishes. The young Polish-French 
film director, Roman Polański, was assigned as director, with Castle acting as the film’s 
producer, together with a cameo role in the movie (Figure 6). Rosemary’s Baby proved to be 
Castle’s greatest critical and commercial success. 
 After Rosemary’s Baby, Castle suffered from a kidney failure. His final films were a 
return to his B-movie roots. He died of a heart attack on May 31, 1977, and is buried in Forest 
Lawn Memorial Park Cemetery in Glendale, California. 
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 Throughout his life and even after his death, William Castle’s work influenced numerous 
people, including Alfred Hitchcock, whose Psycho (1960) was made after noticing Castle’s 
success with horror movies. Other notable Hollywood filmmakers such as Joe Dante, John 
Waters and Robert Zemeckis were also inspired by Castle’s passion, with Waters claiming that 
“His [Castle’s] films made me want to make films” (Schwarz 2008). 
 
 
Figure 7. Poster for Ron Dante’s Matinee. Source: URL. 
  
 Dante’s Cold War comedy Matinee (1993) is an undisguised homage to William Castle. 
1950s Hollywood huckster Lawrence Woolsey, portrayed by John Goodman, is obviously based 
on Castle (Figure 7), and the film is loaded with not-very-subtle references to Castle’s movies 
and gimmicks. 
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Figure 8. Logo of Dark Castle Entertainment. Source: URL. 
 
 Zemeckis co-founded the American film production company Dark Castle Entertainment 
in 1999 to revisit William Castle’s works (Figure 8). With the help of Terry Castle, Dark Castle 
produced remakes of House on Haunted Hill (1999) and THIR13EN Ghosts (2001) together with 
the sequel Return to House on Haunted Hill (2007). Other Dark Castle releases included a 
remake of the ‘50s horror classic House of Wax (2005). 
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3. Early Gimmick Films 
 
 
 
Figure 8. A newspaper ad highlighting Macabre’s “Death By Fright” insurance. Source: URL. 
 
3.1. Macabre (1958) 
 Macabre was Castle’s response to Les Diaboliques, and the first of his “gimmick” films 
(Figure 8). It features characters being scared to death, buried alive, and threatened by medical 
professionals. Its budget is inconsistently reported, with estimates ranging from $80,000 to 
$150,000. However, the majority of sources believe the budget was under $90,000. Regardless, 
the film was highly profitable, earning $3.5M at the box office. 
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Figure 9. The “Death by Fright” insurance policy offered to viewers of Macabre (1958). Source: URL. 
 
Castle’s gimmick for Macabre was to distribute a certificate for a $1,000 life insurance 
policy, underwritten by Lloyd’s of London, to all viewers (Figure 9). If anyone died of fright while 
watching Macabre, the certificate could be redeemed by a stated beneficiary. Castle also 
stationed ambulances and nurses outside first-run theaters for dramatic effect. Schwartz (2008) 
claims that the nurses were real, but Merrit believes that Castle hired “bogus nurses to stand in 
lobbies” (1999). 
Castle, with his passion for watching (and being watched) by audiences, toured multiple 
cities to publicize his movie, a practice he called “barnstorming.” He personally emerged from a 
coffin at the film’s premiere. These promotional tours were highly successful. Patrons lined up 
with friends for a chance to meet Castle and claim the $1,000 insurance payout if somebody 
died of fright. Nobody ever did. 
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3.2. House on Haunted Hill (1959) 
 
Figure 10. An ad for House on Haunted Hill featuring the gimmick Emergo. Source: URL. 
 
For his next film, House on Haunted Hill, Castle devised an even sillier and more 
theatrical gimmick to elicit stronger reactions from audiences (Figure 10). The movie is about an 
eccentric millionaire, Frederick Loren (played by Vincent Price), who invites five others to a 
party inside an allegedly haunted house, offering $10,000 to anyone who dares to spend the 
entire night there. All of the characters have money problems, and secretly hope to murder 
Frederick for his wealth. The golddiggers are disposed of one by one by Frederick using a variety 
of sinister tricks, including a skeleton that pushes his fourth wife into a vat of bubbling acid.  
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Figure 11. Emergo!, an inflatable skeleton pulled along a wire 
at screenings of House on Haunted Hill. Source: URL. 
 
 House on Haunted Hill’s gimmick, “Emergo,” promised ghosts and skeletons that “leave 
the screen and wander throughout the audience, roam around and go back to the screen.”  
New York Times film critic Howard Thompson, whose review denounced House on Haunted Hill 
as a “load of junk,” described the actual experience: 
This bore also introduces ‘the amazing new wonder, Emergo.’ What is it? Not 
much of anything. As a skeleton entered the proceedings yesterday (the remains 
of poor Carol Ohmart), the house lights of the R.K.O. Fifty-eighth Street Theatre 
dimmed and a luminescent counterpart appeared suspended next to the screen. 
With a whistling of wires, and considerable audience snickering, it slid straight 
forward to the balcony, blankly eyed the first-row customers, and slid back. Here 
was one performer who obviously couldn’t wait to meet the public and instantly 
regretted it (1959). 
 
Though film critics were unamused by the either the film or its gimmick, House on 
Haunted Hill was quite popular with younger audience members, some of whom reportedly 
attempted to knock the skeleton off its wire by throwing objects at it (Figure 11). 
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4. The Tingler (1959) 
 
 
Figure 13. A lobby card for The Tingler highlighting Percepto! Source: URL. 
 
After the success of House on Haunted Hill, Columbia Pictures offered to finance Castle’s 
films for a few years. This was a major windfall for Castle, as he could now afford to spend up to 
20 days shooting a film. His next production took full advantage of this luxury. 
The Tingler (1959) not only cemented Castle’s reputation as a schlockmeister, but also 
marked the introduction of haptics into cinema, defined by Merriam-Webster as the “use of 
electronically or mechanically generated movement that a user experiences through the sense 
of touch as part of an interface.” Figures 13 (above) and 19 (below) illustrate how Castle’s 
haptic gimmick, “Percepto!”, was publicized.  
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 The cast of The Tingler features: 
 
Characters Played by 
Dr. Warren Chapin Vincent Price 
Isabel Stevens Chapin Patricia Cutts 
Oliver Higgins Philip Coolidge 
Martha Higgins Judith Evelyn 
Dave Morris Darryl Hickman 
Lucy Stevens Pamela Lincoln 
  
 
Figure 14. The Tingler prop was controlled by a set of strings, one of which appears 
above the center “abdomen” to simulate a heart beating. Source: Screen capture. 
 
The protagonist is a pathologist named Warren Chapin (Price), who discovers that the 
tingling of the spine during moments of intense fear is caused by a crustacean-like parasite 
called a “tingler.” This horrific creature can grow large enough to kill its host unless it is 
weakened by screaming (Figure 14). 
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In his autobiography, Step Right Up! I’m Gonna Scare the Pants Off America (1976), 
Castle describes his conversation with an artist asssigned to create the Tingler prop: 
 
“WHAT’S a ‘Tingler’ look like?” 
 
“Sort of like a lobster, but flat, and instead of claws it has long, slimy feelers. That’s what 
I think a ‘Tingler’ looks like.” 
 
  
 
Figure 15. “It’s not a drug. It’s an acid!” Source: URL. 
 
To test his theory, Chapin consults a book titled Fright Effects Induced by Injection of 
Lysergic Acid LSD25, and subsequently injects himself with LSD in order to induce a frightening 
hallucination in himself (Figure 15). This is the first mention of LSD, or portrayal of its use, in a 
Hollywood movie. The drug was still legal at the time. 
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Oliver Higgins, who runs a silent movie theater below Chapin’s office, consults with 
Chapin about the health of his wife, Martha, who is deaf and mute. During a visit to Higgins’ 
house, Chapin accidently cuts his hand, which causes Martha to faint at the sight. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. The deaf and mute Martha, moments before dying of fright. Source: URL. 
 
Later in the movie, a series of bizarre, horrifying visions causes Martha to die of shock. 
Unlike the rest of The Tingler, which is in black and white, one shot in this sequence – a hand 
rising from a bathtub filled with blood – is presented in partial color (Figure 16). Eventually it is 
revealed that Higgins staged the horrors to murder his wife by fright. 
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Figure 17. The tingler gets friendly with a moviegoer. Source: Source: Screen capture. 
 
During Martha’s autopsy, Chapin removes the tingler from her spine. It soon breaks free 
of its cage and wanders downstairs to the Higgins’movie theater, where it throws the audience 
into a momentary panic by latching onto the leg of an unsuspecting young woman (Figure 17), 
who enthusiastically screams it out of sight. 
 
 
 
Figure 18. “The tingler is loose in this theater!” Source: Screen capture. 
 
Chapin and Higgins search frantically for the creature, which has somehow made its way 
into the projection room. Suddenly, the audience watching The Tingler becomes the audience 
watching the movie in The Tingler. The film in the projector breaks, and the shadow of the 
tingler appears in the empty beam, crawling across the theater screen (Figure 18). Chaos 
ensues until Chapin and Higgins capture the tingler and secure it in a film canister. 
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Figure 19. A newspaper advertisement for The Tingler. Source: URL. 
 
 
At the end of the movie, Chapin reinserts the tingler to Martha’s body. Later, when 
Higgins is alone with the body of Martha, the door closes and the body of Martha rises and 
scares Higgins. Higgins is so terrified that he cannot scream. The movie ends with Chapin’s 
voice: “Ladies and gentlemen, just a word of warning. If any of you are not convinced that you 
have a tingler of your own, the next time you are frightened in the dark ... don't scream.” 
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5. Percepto! 
 
 
Figure 19. A poster for The Tingler. Source: URL. 
5.1. Conception 
In his autobiography, Castle claims that the idea for Percepto! came to him when he 
tried to replace a lightbulb in a bedroom lamp. 
“Shit!” I yelled. “I got a helluva shock. Something’s wrong with the wire.” 
Suddenly I had my gimmick for The Tingler. I shook Ellen [his wife] excitedly. 
“Wake up, wake up!” 
“What’s it now?” she mumbled. 
“I’m going to buzz the asses of everyone in America by installing little motors under the 
seats of every theatre in the country.” (1976) 
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Castle (1976) recalls that the name Percepto! did not come from himself, but from Dona 
Holloway, Harry Cohn’s executive secretary and Castle’s associate producer, and that it was a 
‘herculean task’ to ask Columbia Pictures for the installation of Percepto!, which demanded 
special-effect teams to install electrical equipment in theaters across the United States.  
5.2. Theater installation 
 
Figure 20. The two types of vibration motors used for Percepto! Source: Appendix A. 
 
Warren (2016) identifies the Percepto! hardware as “small war-surplus motors, 
designed as airplane wing de-icers” (Figure 20). 
According to the Percepto! manual distributed to cinemas by Columbia Pictures 
(Appendix A), one hundred battery-powered vibrators were provided to each theater screening 
The Tingler, controlled by an automatic “recycling timer” that sequentially fired groups of 
twenty vibrators over the course of several seconds. A pushbutton in the projection room was 
used to activate the timer sequence. 
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Figure 21. Placement of Percepto! motors under theater seats. Source: Appendix A. 
 
As shown in Figure 21, the Percepto! motors were mounted with screws against the 
bottom half of fold-up theater seats, with tape used to secure the wiring.  Figure 22 shows the 
location of the Percepto! hardware and wiring in a typical theater installation. 
 
Figure 22. Suggested theater installation for Percepto! Source: Appendix A. 
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Castle’s autobiography (1976) describes how he and Dona Holloway personally installed 
the vibrators in Boston’s Pilgrim Theater the night before the premiere of The Tingler. This 
dubious claim is not confirmed by any other source. 
 
 
 
Figure 23. Remote pushbutton used to activate Percepto! Source: Appendix A. 
5.3. Usage of Percepto! motors 
There were two moments in The Tingler when Percepto! was activated. The first was 
when the tingler leaves the white screen on the projection, as shown in Figure 18 above. At this 
point, a voice on the soundtrack yells, “The tingler is loose in this theater! Scream! Scream for 
your lives!” This was the projectionist’s cue to press the button to trigger the timer, twice, with 
nine seconds between each press. The second cue was when Martha unexpectedly rises from 
under the bed sheet at the end of the movie. The projectionist was instructed to continuously 
press the timer button every nine seconds. 
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5.4. Other theater effects 
 
Figure 24. Dr. Chapin operating the house lights in the movie theater. Source: Screen capture. 
5.4.1. House lighting 
The Percepto! Manual also provides cues for how the theater’s house lights should be 
turned on and off during the movie. As shown in Figure 24, the first light cue is when Dr. Chapin 
(Vincent Price) pulls down the lever operating the house lights in the movie theater. 
Afterwards, the movie will be a blank black screen. For this cue, the house lights must be turned 
on for the duration of the blank screen. 
As the script finishes with, “There is no cause for alarm,” the second cue is activated and 
the house lights must be turned off to ‘resume’ the movie. 
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5.4.2. Surround sound 
 
Figure 25. Boston theater manager Abner Pinanski, right, and projectionist discuss 
the cues for activating surround sound speakers. Source: Appendix B. 
 
In the late 1950s, many first-run American city theaters were equipped to show 35mm 
and/or 70mm movies with magnetic stereo soundtracks. Such theaters had an array of 
“surround” speakers installed around the walls of the auditorium. According to the Percepto! 
manual, all reels of the film except for reel 5A contained only the standard monaural optical 
soundtrack. Reel 5A contained a combination optical/magnetic soundtrack that would drive the 
surround speakers in a suitably equpped theater automatically. Other than remembering to 
thread that reel of film over the magnetic sound reader, no projectionist action was required. 
Theaters without surround speakers were given instructions for procuring and installing 
them if desired. The same cues used to control the house lights were used to switch the 
surround speakers on and off. 
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Figure 26. William Castle instructing an actress how to faint. Source: Appendix B. 
5.4.3. Fainting woman 
The moment when the house lights were raised was a good opportunity to have a 
woman in the audience – a paid actress, planted in a prominent location up front – scream and 
“faint,” and get carried away by “medics” (who just happened to be standing by) on a stretcher. 
The Percepto! manual insists on the importance of this theatrical touch, but it was probably 
executed only at well-heeled theaters, and only for the opening weekend.  
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5.5. Deployment 
 
Figure 27. An advertisement for The Tingler for the Boston’s Pilgrim theater. 
Source: The Boston Globe (30 August, 1959). 
 
According to the Tingler Press Kit, The Tingler and the Percepto! equipment first 
premiered at the Broadway Capitol in Detroit, immediately followed by test openings at the 
Hippodrome in Baltimore and the Pilgrim Theater in Boston (Figure 27). These engagements 
grossed over $70,000 (more than $600,000 in 2020 dollars) in the first week. 
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Figure 28. The Tingler review by Marjory Adams. 
Source: The Boston Globe (2 September, 1959). 
 
Advertisements, such as the one shown in Figure 27 above, appeared a week before 
release. The critical response was generally positive, as shown in Figure 28. 
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There is an anecdote about Percepto! being tested on an unsuspecting audience 
watching a regular screening of A Nun’s Story. There are at least two versions of this story. 
Castle’s autobiography (1976) contains his version: 
“A week before The Tingler opened in Boston, The Nun’s Story, starring Audrey 
Hepburn, was playing. During a matinee filled with women, the bored projectionist 
decided to test the ‘Tingler’ equipment. He pushed the switch during a scene where 
Hepburn and the nuns were praying. The proper Bostonian ladies got the shock of their 
lives.” 
 
 The second version is from Castle’s partner and screenwriter Robb White, who 
remembered the Percepto! test taking place in California, and that it was accidental. 
“We didn’t want to buy thousands of vibrators without knowing whether or not they 
would work out so we scouted around until we found a theater in the Valley that was 
running The Nun’s Story [which] was going to close on a Sunday night, and The Tingler 
was going to open on Monday. We got in a huge crew of people to spend the day 
attaching the vibrators to the seats. But that night, just at the tragic moment of The 
Nun’s Story, somebody touched the master switch and the seats began vibrating in wave 
after wave” (McGee, 2018). 
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6. Later gimmick films 
 
 
Figure 29. A newspaper advertisement for 13 Ghosts emphasizing 
the Illusion-O gimmick’s “Ghost Viewer.” Source: URL. 
 
6.1. 13 Ghosts (1960) 
13 Ghosts (1960) is a supernatural horror film directed and produced by William Castle with 
Robb White as the film writer. As the name suggests, the film is about 12 ghosts haunting a 
house with the intent of finding someone to become the 13th ghost. One of the ghosts, Dr. 
Plato Zorba, was the original owner of the house before he willed it to his nephew Cyrus. Cyrus 
and his family search for Dr. Zorba’s hidden fortune that he left behind. The family is brought to 
a halt upon discovering the ghosts and Dr. Zorba’s ghost bestows the family with a special pair 
of ghost goggles; a necessity for removing visualization of the ghosts. At this moment in 13 
Ghosts, patrons are instructed to make use of Castle’s next gimmick, Illusion-O (Figure 29). 
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Figure 30. Illusion-O in action! Patrons were instructed to use the ghostly viewers 
at a specific time in the movie. Source: URL. 
 
 Illusion-O was the interaction between two cellophane lenses (which were given out to 
patrons prior to the film’s screening) and the ghosts of 13 Ghosts. The movie was in black and 
white for most of the scenes but when a haunting presence was nearby, the screen would be 
overtaken with a prominent blue hue. The ghosts were visible in a faint translucent red by 
default. Illusion-O’s cellophane lenses were necessary to either get a clear image of the ghosts 
or remove them entirely. Illusion-O utilized a red “Ghost Viewer” and a blue “Ghost Remover” 
(Figure 32) to allow patrons to decide whether they were brave enough to watch the ghosts or 
not.  
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Figure 32. A Ghost Viewer given to patrons prior to the showing of 13 Ghosts. Source: URL. 
 
William Castle further states in a teaser trailer that those who “believe in ghosts” should watch 
through the red “Ghost Viewer” and those that “do not believe in ghosts” should look through 
the blue “Ghost Remover.” 
 
 
Figure 33. A frame from 13 Ghosts (1960) showcasing the prominent blue hue and the effect 
of the red “Ghost Viewer” cellophane. Source: URL. 
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Figure 34. A frame from 13 Ghosts showing the effects of the blue “Ghost Remover” cellophane.  
Source: URL. 
  
 Castle thought up the idea for Illusion-O after looking through a contraption which 
altered his ability to see, according to Terry. Castle tried to coax viewers to watch the movie to 
test their bravery with emphasis on the “Ghost Viewer” gadget. Though patrons paid to watch 
the supernatural horror film, patrons usually used both cellophane lenses to see the difference 
(Figure 35).  
 
Figure 35. How patrons would watch 13 Ghosts (1960). Most people constantly swapped 
between the two to note the differences. Source: URL. 
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Critics were not happy with the Illusion-O gimmick, such as New York Times’s Howard 
Thompson asking why Castle “didn’t simply have some cartoonists draw ‘em [the ghosts] on in 
full view.” Thompson voices that he’d rather Castle remove the gimmick entirely and closes the 
review stating 13 Ghosts “looked fairly well scrubbed.” Another review by the American media 
company Variety states that the idea for Illusion-O “is sound and exploitable, but the execution 
doesn’t fully come off” because the ghosts weren’t able to create significant tension during 
their scenes; rendering the “Ghost Viewer” to be less exciting. The general consensus from 
these critics was that the ghosts that haunted the house weren’t driving factors to the plot, 
which could be disappointing for some. Though Illusion-O was a cheap gimmick, it still proved 
to be effective. The “Ghost Viewer” was intended to be a fun way for the film to be interactive 
for patrons and was treated as such. Due to the success of the film, 13 Ghosts eventually 
earned itself a remake in 2001, 41 years later. 
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6.2. Homicidal (1961) 
 
Figure 37. An ad for Homicidal in the Philadelphia Daily News on July 31st, 1961. The advertisement 
highlights how the theater doors will remain closed for the last 15 minutes along with the “Coward’s 
Corner” refund during “Fright Break.” Source: URL. 
 
 Alfred Hitchcock, a highly acclaimed A-list English film director and producer, released 
the B-movie Psycho in 1960. Hitchcock gained the idea to create a B-movie horror film after 
witnessing Castle’s string of successful B-movies. Hitchcock copied Castle’s idea of using 
promotions to sell Psycho during the craze for Castle’s gimmicks; inevitably securing Psycho’s 
success. William Castle was said to be somewhat jealous over the reception of Hitchcock’s 
movie and began to create another movie with Robb White; the last movie the two would 
collaborate on. The movie, Homicidal (1961), was made but due to similar themes between 
Homicidal and Psycho some horror film fans believed Hitchcock and Castle were copying from 
each other. Homicidal is a gruesome horror-thriller film which follows a woman, Emily, who 
savagely murders multiple people throughout the film. The movie’s plot revolves around family 
expectation, mental illness, and murder ending with an unexpected plot twist. Castle wittingly 
created the gimmicks and promotions for Homicidal to build suspense in patrons. 
 Castle utilized the gimmick “Fright Break” and his word on the level of suspense 
Homicidal’s plot contained to boost popularity. The success of “Fright Break” heavily depended 
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on the success of the film’s plot twist. To protect the suspense of the film, Castle broadcasted a 
content patron’s reaction to Homicidal and closed with the statement, “Ladies and gentlemen 
please do not reveal the ending of homicidal to your friends because if you do, they will kill you, 
and if they don’t—I will.” Castle wanted to protect the ending to his movie to prevent patrons 
from taking advantage of the “Fright Break.” The film was advertised to have a money-back  
guarantee if the viewer was too frightened to handle the movie’s most suspenseful scene. Each 
patron was given a ticket upon entry which cowards could redeem at the box office when the 
“Fright Break” countdown timer appeared on the screen (Figure 38). Castle firmly believed that 
not a soul would redeem their ticket for a refund to which Columbia Pictures claimed Castle to 
be a madman.  
 
 
Figure 38. Patrons are greeted by William Castle’s voice stating “This is the Fright Break.” Those too 
cowardly to handle the suspense may leave the film in shame for a full refund. Source: URL. 
 
 The first viewing of Homicidal was said to have no attempted refunds. According to 
Terry, Castle called in the executives from Columbia Pictures to witness the second viewing and 
the gimmick’s success. To Castle’s surprise, “the whole audience went” further stating how he 
could not fathom why they’d leave. The manager claimed that the patrons that left the second 
viewing of Homicidal were originally from the first viewing: The audience took advantage of 
Castle’s oversight. Castle then began to revamp the gimmick with a “Coward’s Corner” (Figure 
39). The tickets were to be different colors for each showing and a process was needed to 
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prevent the same mistake from occuring twice (Figure 40). Castle, upset over being swindled, 
went full force in humiliating anyone who would attempt to request a refund. As stated by 
American filmmaker and William Castle fan John Waters: 
He [Castle] went to unheard-of lengths to humiliate the adventurous ticket buyer who 
had the nerve to ask for his money back. William Castle simply went nuts. He came up 
with “Coward’s Corner,” a yellow cardboard booth, manned by a bewildered theater 
employee in the lobby. When the Fright Break was announced, and you found that you 
couldn’t take it anymore, you had to leave your seat and, in front of the entire audience, 
follow yellow footsteps up the aisle, bathed in a  yellow light. Before you reached 
Coward’s Corner, you crossed yellow lines with the stenciled message: “Cowards Keep 
Walking.” You passed a nurse (in a yellow uniform? . . . I wonder), who would offer a 
blood-pressure test. All the while a recording was blaring, “Watch the chicken! Watch 
him shiver in Coward’s Corner!” As the audience howeled, you had to go through one 
final indignity—at Coward’s Corner you were forced to sign a yellow card stating, “I am a 
bona fide coward.” Very, very few were masochistic enough to endure this. The one 
percent refund dribbled away to a zero percent, and I’m sure that in many cities a plant 
had to be paid to go through this torture. No wonder theater owners balked at booking 
a William Castle film. It was all just too damn complicated (para. 18-19). 
 
 
 
Figure 40. The remade colored “Fright Break” ticket to prevent patrons from 
exploiting the refund policy. Source: URL. 
 
Garnering a refund required so much humiliation that the refund never had to be given 
again. With Castle taking extra measures of humiliating cowards as well as claiming the lives of 
those who spoil the movie would be at stake, it’s quite clear that Castle did not want to be 
swindled again. 
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Figure 39. William Castle asking two patrons about the ending of Homicidal (1961) in front of the 
“Coward’s Corner.” Source: URL. 
 
 Homicidal, though it was seen as an imitation of Hitchcock’s Psycho, was quite 
successful and made it onto a list of 1962’s top ten films. Most film critics were dismissive of 
the film such as The New York Times’s Eugene Archer who states, “William Castle, the producer-
director, announces a ‘fright break,’... If the reprieve had come before the opening of this 
dismal imitation of ‘Psycho’ and Mickey Spillane, it would have been an even better idea.” 
However, some critics such as a Time Magazine reviewer valued Homicidal over Psycho. The 
surprise to Homicidal’s plot twist comes from its usage of a crossdresser as a murder which led 
to extra publicity. At this point in time, the use of transsexual themes was unique to the film 
industry. Homicidal was quite a successful film that many Castle fans proclaim it to be his “best 
film”. The film, Homicidal, is one of Castle’s best works to which John Waters and the author, 
Michael Weldon, claim it to be an “incredible experience.” 
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6.3. Mr. Sardonicus (1961) 
 
Figure 41. A poster for Mr. Sardonicus showcasing the Punishment Poll. Source: URL. 
 
 Mr. Sardonicus (1961) was a film that took a more immersive approach for its viewers. 
William Castle claimed that there would be a punishment poll which would determine the 
ending of the movie. The ending being whether the main character, Mr. Sardonicus, would live 
or die. Mr. Sardonicus was about a man whose face transformed into a permanently horrifying 
grin while tomb raiding his father’s grave. Throughout the film, Sardonicus’s malevolence is 
constantly showcased even against his own servant who is missing an eye because of 
Sardonicus himself. Sardonicus shares his tragic backstory of how his seeing father’s skull 
“grinning” traumatized him; causing the transformation. Sardonicus’s wife, Elenka, commits 
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suicide from the gruesome sight. In an attempt to fix his face, Sardonicus enlists a passerby 
doctor to run experiments to find a cure. After the experiment fails, Sardonicus threatens to 
mutilate his new wife’s face to match his own to which the doctor attempts a new experiment. 
The doctor injects distilled water into Sardonicus’s face as a placebo which “cures” his grin 
while leaving his jaw sealed shut for recovery. Before the doctor leaves, Sardonicus’s servant is 
told that Sardonicus’s affliction was psychosomatic and once Sardonicus hears word, he will be 
cured. The ending on whether Sardonicus is cured or starves to death is based on whether 
Sardonicus’s servant reveals or hides the truth of his ailment. This decision was to be decided 
by the “Punishment Poll” that begins shortly after the servant gains the information to choose 
between a life-ending lie or a life-saving truth (Figure 43). 
 
 
Figure 43. William Castle explaining how to use the Punishment Poll card to vote for whether Mr. 
Sardonicus would be punished or pardoned. Source: URL. 
 
 Patrons were given a glow-in-the-dark “Punishment Poll” card detailing a hand with a 
thumb sticking out (Figure 44). The glow-in-the-dark card was powered by an “Activator Booth” 
which charged the phosphorescent thumb with a lightbulb.  
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Figure 44. The glow-in-the-dark Punishment Poll card given to patrons for Mr. Sardonicus. Source: URL. 
 
The vote was “tallied” by counting the thumb ups from the thumb downs for whether 
Mr. Sardonicus would be able to eat and live or starve to death respectively (Figure 45). 
However, it should be noted that the “Punishment Poll” cards would lose their glow long before 
the poll would take place. For the drive-in showings, viewers had to flash their lights to vote for 
punishing Mr. Sardonicus.  
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Figure 45. William Castle, in video, acts as if he is tabulating votes to determine the proper ending. 
Note: There is only evidence of one ending existing, so voting was inconsequential. Source: URL. 
 
The usual gimmick that Castle utilized with his films was seemingly created not for the 
audience, but for the production and distribution company, Columbia Pictures. American writer 
Ray Russel was hired to write the screenplay for his original short story Sardonicus in 1961. 
Columbia Pictures was against the disheartening original ending of punishing Mr. Sardonicus. 
Instead of rewriting the script, Castle devised a plan to create two endings and allow the 
audience to decide between Columbia Pictures’s ending or Castle’s. Though Castle has claimed 
multiple times that there were two endings to the movie, there has been no evidence which 
points to a forgiving ending having been made. Mr. Sardonicus’s voting system was most likely a 
trick Castle created to immerse patrons along with disregarding Columbia Pictures’s remark in 
one fell swoop. 
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Mr. Sardonicus was one of Castle’s favorite films to produce. The film with a repulsive 
theme and a brutal karmatic ending, there’s no surprise that Castle appreciated the story. Film 
critics were mostly unhappy with the film. Howard Thompson of The New York Times states 
“[Castle] is not Edgar Allan Poe. Anybody naive enough to attend [the show]… will find painful 
proof in, respectively, ‘Five Golden Hours’ and ‘Mr. Sardonicus.’ Fans and investors of Castle 
believed that Castle’s name was marketed well enough to begin promoting movies without 
gimmicks. Similar to his other gimmicks, some theaters played the movie without the 
“Punishment Poll” cards. However, the patrons who were given glow-in-the-dark poll cards, 
though the glow had already dissipated, would raise their cards to vote because of their 
immersion in the film. 
6.4. Zotz! (1962) 
 
Figure 46. A poster for Zotz! Source: URL. 
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Figure 47. An advertisement for the film Zotz! (1962) appearing in the Daily News on October 7th, 1962. 
The advertisement promotes the film with a “free magic ‘Zotz’ coin to all!” Source: URL. 
 
 Around the making of Zotz! (1962), William Castle was requested to drop the gimmicks 
for his movies. Castle, holding onto his love of gimmicks, began to lessen the intensity of his 
gimmicks without getting rid of them altogether. Zotz! Is a movie about a man who obtained an 
amulet created by an ancient civilization’s god. The amulet resembles a coin with an inscription 
on one side (Figure 48). The amulet has the ability to cause pain in a living being, cause time to 
slow, or instantly kill any living creature by saying the magical word, “Zotz!” The power that the 
amulet possesses leads the government and Communist agents to try and take the amulet from 
the protagonist, Jonathan Jones. The film is heavily based on the age of nuclear weapons: The 
original story, written by the World War II veteran Walter Karig, was influenced by the 
bombings on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.  
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Figure 48. The magical Amulet which was retrieved from a Greek temple. It has the power to embed 
pain into others, slow time, or even kill. 
Source: URL. 
 
 With Castle’s waning support for his gimmicks by his distributor, Columbia Pictures, 
Castle’s gimmicks were becoming more like promotional trinkets instead of the usual 
immersion. The movie’s promotional feature was to hand out a “magic” full-size plastic replica 
of the amulet which was fully identical (Figure 49). Another promotional feature, as Castle 
states in his autobiography, was the magic word “Zotz!” Castle tried to get kids into saying 
“Zotz!” and to do so he printed the name on car bumper stickers and “Zotz buttons.”  
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Figure 49. Plastic replica coin of the magical amulet from Zotz! (1962). The otherside of the coin was 
never shown in Zotz!, as such, the rear is blank. Source: URL. 
 
Though critics such as Bosley Crowther of The New York Times claimed the Zotz! To be a 
“foolish tale”, Castle was excited to see thousands of kids “Zotzing” each other. The film was 
allegedly inspired by the Disney film The Absent-Minded Professor (1961) which in turn was 
ironic because Disney called Castle to sell Zotz! at a large profit. Castle declined the offer 
leading him to wonder if declining Disney from furthering his work with a bigger budget was the 
correct choice. Not only did Zotz! leave an impression of Disney, the film was another one of 
Castle’s films to create history. Zotz! was the first movie to bring “bullet time” into the film 
world (Figure 50). This is 19 years before the believed “first instance” of “bullet time” in the 
action film Kill and Kill Again (1981) and 37 years before The Matrix which popularized the 
effect. 
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Figure 50 . The catchphrase “Zotz!” is said to slow time in order to dodge a bullet. 
This was the first instance of “Bullet Time” in a movie. Source: URL. 
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6.5. Strait-Jacket (1964) 
 
Figure 51. The poster for the film Strait-Jacket (1964). The primary selling point is the star actress John 
Crawford portraying an axe-wielding murder. Source: URL. 
 
 After having been told to cease with his gimmicks, William Castle hired the American 
film and television actress, Joan Crawford, to star in the movie Strait-Jacket (1964). Crawford 
was also tasked to visit specific theaters. The reason Castle had advertised Crawford so heavily 
was primarily because of the unique role she played in Strait-Jacket. Crawford was one of 
Hollywood’s more well-known movie stars and was one of the higher-paid women in the United 
States. Her role in movies was usually to portray a wealthy damsel in distress, a young woman 
who would reach love and success, or rarely as a woman tormented in a horror movie. 
Crawford’s name was so prevalent that her fans would be eager to watch movies that she 
starred in, similar to that of Castle’s and Vincent Price’s fans. 
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The spin with Crawford in Strait-Jacket, and major selling point, was that she was 
portrayed as a clinically insane woman who decapitated her husband with an axe for cheating 
(Figure 52). After 20 years in a psychiatric hospital, Lucy Harbin (Crawford) is discharged. Upon 
her release from the hospital, a chain of murders occur which causes characters to blame Lucy’s 
mental instability.  
 
Figure 52. Joan Crawford moments before decapitating her husband for cheating. Source: URL. 
 
The movie ends with the plot twist that Lucy’s daughter Carol disguised herself and 
attempted to blame Lucy for the murders. Before the movie’s screening, Castle printed 
cardboard axes to be handed out as a promotional item to viewers (Figure 53 & Figure 54). As 
Castle’s axe props were created on a whim, the props were not advertised throughout the 
media.  
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Figure 53 & Figure 54. Strait-Jacket’s (1954) cardboard promo axes which Castle created and 
handed out as a last minute promotional choice. Source: URL. 
 
Film critics, specifically New York Herald Tribune’s Judith Crist in this instance, believed 
that Joan Crawford was too highbrow to be acting under Robert Bloch’s script, the writer of 
Strait-Jacket. New York Times’s Bosley Crowther says that Crawford “has picked some lemons, 
some very sour lemons, in her day, but nigh the worst of the lot is ‘Strait-Jacket’... The story is 
utterly invalid, psychologically and dramatically, and William Castle’s direction and production 
are on the cheapest, sleaziest side.” Though film critics were unamused with Strait-Jacket, 
Castle found a positive review by the American journalist Dorothy Kilgallen and made the best 
of it. Castle turned Kilgallen’s praising of Strait-Jacket into a piece of advertisement for the film 
(Figure 55). Kilgallen goes as far to claim that Strait-Jacket made Hitchcock’s Psycho “seem like 
a Walt Disney fairy tale”. Strait-Jacket became another one of Castle’s many successful movies. 
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Figure 55. A review by Dorothy Kilgallen which praised Strait-Jacket (1964). Willaim Castle took the 
comment and turned it into an advertisement for the film. Source: URL. 
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6.6. I Saw What You Did (1965) 
 
Figure 56. The poster for the film I Saw What You Did (1965) which pictures the main prank calling 
theme and as well as a silhouette of uxoricide. Source: URL. 
 
 I Saw What You Did (1965) is a film about two teenage girls who prank call a murderer 
after he had just committed uxoricide. The teenagers would call random numbers and tell 
whoever answered “I saw what you did, and I know who you are” (Figure 57). The murderer 
began to track the teens to remove any witnesses.  
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Figure 57. The recurring prank call phrase which the mischievous teens, Libby and Kit, 
indiscriminately repeated to any prankee. Source: URL. 
 
William Castle hired Joan Crawford once again and planned for another relevant 
promotion. The original promotion for the movie was to have a phone number be advertised in 
newspapers. When dialed, a female would say that she saw what you did and set up a date at 
your local theater for a time I Saw What You Did was being shown. The promotion led to phone 
lines becoming jammed, upsetting telephone companies such as the Bell Telephone Company. 
Castle was then forbidden from advertising through phone calls and switched to the new 
“Shock Section” promotion. The “Shock Section” featured seat belts that were usually 
positioned in the back row of select theaters. The seats were advertised to be seat belts to 
prevent people from being scared out of their seats and the truly brave could lock themselves 
in for the full movie’s duration. 
 Film critics generally gave positive reviews for I Saw What You Did. Howard Thompson 
praises Castle saying “The youngsters, Andi Garrett, Sarah Lane and a perky little toddler named 
Sharyl Locke, are altogether delightful. Mr. Castle has staged a fine, freezing showing with Miss 
Garrett, little Sharyl and the stalking Mr. Ireland.” Variety in 1965 said that I Saw What You Did 
is “a well-produced, well-acted entry in the suspense-terror field…. Top billing for Miss 
Crawford is justified only by making allowances for drawing power of her name.” It seems that 
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the plot of having the teenagers be hunted by a murderer only complimented the great actors 
and actresses that played in I Saw What You Did.  
6.7. Bug (1975) 
 
 
Figure 58. A poster for the film Bug. Source: URL. 
 
 The movie Bug (1975), was based on Thomas Page’s novel The Hephaestus Plague 
(1973). Though Castle did not direct the movie, Castle wrote the film’s story along with Page. 
The film was about a group of mutant cockroaches that can create fire by rubbing their cerci 
together. One roach is bred with a modern roach to create intelligent flying super roaches.  
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 Castle had the film’s publicists that would insure the large cockroach, Hercules. Hercules 
was then insured by a broker in southern California for the month Castle and Hercules were on 
tour. The policy was that the one million dollars would be paid if two conditions were met. The 
first condition being that Hercules died a natural death excluding “any unnatural or violent 
demise...being squashed under an unfriendly heel, or perishing from food poisoning, expiring 
on a plane because of altitude, etc.” The second condition would be an autopsy by an 
entomologist to determine cause of death. 
 There was a second gimmick that Castle was going to use. Castle was planning on rigging 
random seats, in a similar fashion to The Tingler’s buzzers, with miniature windshield wipers. 
The wipers were intended to simulate a bug crawling upon the legs of patrons. The idea was 
quickly scrapped from the possibility that patrons would leave after thinking something was 
really crawling up their leg. Bug was referenced in the Playground Daily News when David 
Dugas wanted to bring attention to the mistreatment of animals in movies. Dugas was upsetted 
over a scene where the incendiary cockroaches “attack and set fire to a cat.” The 
“mistreatment” turned out to be a false alarm as the cat’s burns were simulated as well as the 
roaches being mechanical. 
 Bug was a profitable movie which received little praise, however, the movie was met 
with an unfortunate fate. Bug was released three days prior to the release of Jaws (1975) which 
grossed about 150 times the amount Bug earned. Jack Mitchell compares the two films with a 
claim that “the only difference is the hype.” He further explains that Jaws and Bug are the 
“Pavlov dog school of filmmaking” where Bug has a cheaper advertising budget than Jaws with 
both films suffering from similar trends. Bug would go on to be Castle’s last film. 
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7. Recreating Percepto! 
 
To replicate the Percepto! Gimmick through phone vibration API. 
We imagine a host and a client application where the host end-user may be able to start a 
lobby and allow clients to connect to the host through either method: 
 
Figure 59.  QR code for the URL of the English Wikipedia Mobile main page 
● QR Code 
 
Figure 60. Jackbox Quiplash game lobby code. These room codes are generated and can be used to form 
multiplayer experiences.  
● Text Code 
● Temporary access address links such as short links, google drive access links, etc. 
 
 The host may use either a phone or desktop/laptop computer to access the host 
application. The host application may be accessed through a web application online or by a 
phone application. The end client user may only use a phone application as desktop and laptop 
devices may not have vibration capabilities. 
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Once enough clients are connected to the host, the host may present the video to the 
client by another media (through a projector screen or monitor). When a horror scene is active, 
the host may manually send out a digital signal through the host application that will then be 
received by the clients’ application. The host may choose to randomly select one client at a 
time. The selected client’s application will then produce either a buzzing sound or a ensue 
vibrations within the client’s phone’s capabilities. The selected client must temporarily 
deescalate the vibration or buzzing sound by producing loud noises or shaking the phone (to 
stimulate the phone’s builtin accelerometers, if it allows). An example flow chart is shown in 
Figure 61. 
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Figure 61. A mockup simple flowchart for the proposed Percepto! App. 
Made in Lucidchart. 
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7.1. Requirements for the Percepto! App 
We might need to create the application on iOS and Android as according to 
statCounter; (as of March 2020) those two are the most popular mobile operating systems. 
Developing phone applications for two different operating systems may seem difficult, so using 
a cross-platform framework that can output applications for both iOS and Android can be the 
best option in terms of scope. Many companies use cross-platform frameworks when building 
applications because: 
It supports the WORA (Write Once, Run Anywhere) mantra: slogan by Sun Microsystems 
to explain the cross-platform benefits of Java. 
We wanted the application to be cross-platform-- the host being able to host from a website or 
application, while the user may use a phone application. Most phone browsers allow vibrations 
through a Vibration API, leaving the phone during the movie can be taxing on the phone. 
7.2. Cross-platform brainstorming 
There are many options when deciding for a cross-platform framework. Here is a list of 
available frameworks to use: 
● Flutter 
● ReactNative 
● PhoneGap 
● Ionic 
● Xamarin 
Most of these frameworks use Javascript, a widely used scripting language. Future 
developers looking to create an application similar to this idea may choose between Javascript 
or another language, but for this topic for the Percepto! application, we choose Javascript for 
the time being. 
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7.3. Development issues 
When developing for iOS, Xcode is needed for app development. Unfortunately, this 
application is available exclusively for MacOs. There are alternatives for this-- a straightforward 
approach is to own an Apple desktop device. Another option is to install MacOS through a 
virtual machine or to partition a hard drive or solid state drive for MacOS.  
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7.4. Application mockup 
We have made prototypes for the web application. The framework for collaborating on 
the prototype is called Figma. The link to the Figma prototype can be found here. 
On the main page of the web application, the user will be confronted by the title of the 
application, followed by an introduction and two buttons that will redirect to either a host 
screen or a viewer screen. The application should be responsive to the display orientation of 
the screen. Below are figures of the two orientations. 
Main Screen 
 
 
Figure 62. A sketchup for the main screen of a Percepto! web application. 
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Figure 63. A sketchup for the main screen of a Percepto! mobile application. 
 
Host Screen 
After choosing the former of the two options, the user will be able to create a 
websocket within the Percepto! server and allow other users to connect as a viewer. The host 
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user may disband the connection to their clients and return to the main screen of the app; or 
may click or tap the ‘lightning bolt’ buttons to generate a ‘buzz' to one of the viewers. 
 
Figure 64.  A sketchup for the host screen of a Percepto! desktop application. 
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Figure 65. A sketchup for the host-side of the mobile application. The host is given a unique randomly 
generated room key that will be needed to join the host’s session.  
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Viewer Screen 
 
 
Figure 66. A sketchup for the viewer-side of the application. Viewers must enter the valid room key and 
press ‘Join’ in order to join a room. 
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Figure 67. A sketchup of being within a session. The viewer may experience William Castle’s “shock” 
gimmick, Percepto!, while watching The Tingler or any other movie of the host’s choosing. Note: The 
phone screens can remain off and still receive vibrations till the viewer manually exits via the ‘Leave’ 
button or loses connection to the server. 
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8. Conclusion 
 
 
From the early years of his life, William Castle found his ambition was to be one of the 
greatest showmen. He did the best he could for the audience, and invested in his ideas for the 
applause. Though he may have not been the first to utilize gimmicks in film, Castle was 
definitely the first to capitalize on it. Castle did start the history of haptics in the media. Some 
entertainment venues such as IMAX or Dolby Cinema featured 4D Cinema that, like many of 
Castle’s works, combined special effects (such as in Figure 67) along with the film to enhance 
the viewer’s experience. 
 
Figure 68. Smoke machines installed inside the seats and in front of the projection screen create a 
mist while the seats, controlled automatically, can also move at a fixed angle. 
Source: URL. 
 
We look to recreate Percepto! by incorporating the current web technology of 
smartphones and mobile web browsers to deliver a similar experience. In this project, we set 
out to create prototype designs to put forth this idea in future projects such as a Major 
Qualifying Project (MQP). We hope to bring this idea to reality as in the future for a MPQ.  
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